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Echo from the Big Bang



Some Big Questions

• Why is the Universe so big and old?

• Why is it (almost) homogeneous on large scales?

• Why is its geometry (almost) Euclidean?

• What is the origin of structures in the Universe?

A possible answer:

Cosmological inflation
• What do the Planck and BICEP2 data tell us?

• Models of inflation





















No-scale Supergravity (nSUGRA)

Choose a specific form for the Kähler potential:

0SUGRAV = At the tree-level

Furthermore the gaugino mass m1/2 remains undetermined.  Thus, the 

soft terms are not fixed (at the classical level) close to the Planck scale.

So,           m1/2 =m1/2(Ti)

with <Ti> determined by radiative corrections. 

m1/2,     m0 = 0,      A0 = 0,     B = 0

Thus, in principle all soft-terms may be determined in terms

of only one-parameter, m1/2 The One-Parameter Model

K = -3ln(T + T* - Σφi
*φi)





The no-scale structure emerges naturally as the

infrared limit of string theory.  

In particular,

• Heterotic M-theory compactifications

• Type IIB flux compactifications – Flipped SU(5)

• F-theory compactifications (non-pertubative limit 

of Type IIB)

Relation to String Theory



Strict No-scale Moduli Scenario: m
0

= A = B = 0

Special Dilaton Scenario:  

These ansatz combined with the no-scale condition define the so-called 

one-parameter model since the soft-terms are now all defined in terms m1/2

The nSUGRA ‘One-Parameter Model’

Subset of the mSUGRA parameter space
Highly constrained, but 

predictive!
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Primordial Perturbations

• “Cosmological constant” due to vacuum energy in 
“inflaton” field ϕ: Λ ~ V(ϕ) ≠ 0

• Quantum fluctuations in ϕ cause perturbations in 
energy density (scalar) and metric (tensor)

• (Almost) independent of scale size

• Visible in cosmic microwave background (CMB)



Inflationary Perturbations in a Nutshell

• Universe expanding like de Sitter

• Horizon � information loss�mixed state

• Effective ‘Hawking temperature’ H/2π

• Expect quantum fluctuations:

<ϕϕ>, <hh> ~    H2

(inflaton, gravitational field: g
µν

= η
µν

+ h
µν

)
Scalar (density), tensor perturbations

• Should have thermal spectrum

• Scalars enhanced by evolution of ϕ� r ~ ε



Perturbations Generate Structures





















No-Scale Framework for Particle 
Physics & Dark Matter

• Incorporating 
Starobinsky-like 
inflation, 
leptogenesis, neutrino 
masses, LHC 
constraints, 
supersymmetric dark 
matter,

• Stringy origin…? 

JE, Nanopoulos & Olive, arXiv:1310.4770
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Constrained model space of No-Scale F-SU(5) as a function of the gaugino mass M1/2 and flippon mass MV . The thick lines demarcate the 

total Higgs boson mass gradients, including the tree-level plus one/two-loop (as computed by the SuSpect 2.34 codebase), the three-loop 

plus four-loop contributions, and the flippon contribution. The thin dashed lines represent gradients of tanβ, while the upper and lower 

exterior boundaries are defined by a top quark mass of mt = 173.3± 1.1 GeV. The left edge is marked by the LEP constraints, while the right 

edge depicts where the Planck relic density can no longer be maintained due to an LSP and light stau mass difference less than the on-shell 

tau mass. All model space within these boundaries satisfy the Planck relic density constraint Ωh2 = 0.1199 ± 0.0027 and the No-Scale 

requirement Bµ = 0.








